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ALLIANCEPLUS AB acquires Städkedjan Sverige AB
ALLIANCEPLUS strengthens its position as a facility management company in Sweden by acquiring
Städkedjan Sverige AB.
ALLIANCEPLUS which is one of the leading players within the service industry has acquired Städkedjan.
Städkedjan mainly operates in Western Sweden, and was founded in 1979. It has revenues of SEK 110m,
approximately 350 employees and has undergone a fantastic development. The background for the
transaction is that Städkedjan would like to find new ways to continue its fast growth in the Swedish
market. With new owners, resources and capacity which can contribute to the continued development of
the company, this is the best opportunity.
The sale is effective from June 2nd 2015.
ALLIANCEPLUS is one of Scandinavia’s leading players in the service industry with customers in the public
and private sector. The company is owned by the Danish private equity firm Polaris Private Equity and Kirk
Kapital. After the acquisition, ALLIANCEPLUS employs 5,600 employees of which 3,050 work in Sweden.
ALLIANCEPLUS AB offers a wide selection of services within facility management and operates all over
Sweden. The vision of the company is to create the future FM relation – together with its customers and
employees. With the acquisition of Städkedjan, ALLIANCEPLUS AB strengthens its company in Western
Sweden and continues its expansion in the FM market.
The ambition of ALLIANCEPLUS AB is to be the best within service and have the same focus on quality,
customer service and development of the employees’ competences as Städkedjan. Based on values,
commitment, innovation and responsibility along with a strong focus on employees, ALLIANCEPLUS creates
efficiency and quality for its customers and good working conditions for its employees.
We are very satisfied with this company. It strengthens our presence in Western Sweden and our offering
in the new market segment. The competencies, which exist in Städkedjan complements our present
organization very well, says Ulrica Björnör, CEO of ALLIANCEPLUS AB.
The company has several opportunities to develop and grow and this will be possible with ALLIANCEPLUS as
owners. With ALLIANCEPLUS, the conditions will be ideal for continuing the development of the company
as well as its services. The agreement is a very good solution for all parties.
For more information, please contact:
Ulrica Björnör, CEO of ALLIANCEPLUS AB, ulrica.bjornor@allianceplus.se, tel:070-258 09 90.
Glenn Älveblad, CEO of Städkedjan Sverige AB, glenn.alveblad@stadkedjan.se , tel:0708-350 450.

